
Wholesale Line sheet 2022: Bracelets



Maha Mala is created in the capital city of Delhi, which is the heartland of India. Maha Mala designs beautiful 108 bead
necklaces using both the traditional rudraksha seed and semi-precious gemstones. These necklaces (known as malas in
Hindi) can be used as spiritual jewelry or as Japa malas (Japa is the practice of mantra recitation).

Each piece has been hand strung together using beautiful semi-precious stones sourced in Jaipur, also known as the
City of Gems, in India. Each piece has been made keeping in mind not only the aesthetic look but also the beneficial
healing properties that are inherent in that particular gemstone. Thus each Maha Mala piece becomes a beautifully
potent energetic tool in the constant search for meaning in our lives.

Maha Mala translated from Hindi means ‘The great garland or necklace’. Traditionally in India, a Mala (necklace) was
used as a tool in meditation practices as an aid in keeping count of the number of times the practitioner recited a
certain mantra. Commonly in India a Mala is made out of highly textured seeds like rudraksha, tulsi wood (sacred basil
wood), Quartz Crystal, or Sandalwood. Maha Mala was built upon this tradition to create uniquely designed malas and
bracelets which appeal to a broader, spiritually inclined audience.

Each of our products also comes in an Organic cotton Ikkat pouch. Ikkat is a traditional craft of weaving fabric. This
fabric is sewn together by the women of Sewing New Futures, a foundation that provides vocational skills to
underprivileged women in the suburbs of the capital.

Each product also comes with a printed tag stating the stones used and their beneficial properties. 

Maha Mala believes in Non-violence, supports local artisans, and buys fair trade.

www.mahamala.com

Intorduction

http://www.mahamala.com/
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Range: Aksh
Name: String Bracelets
Stones: Rudraksha

Tassel: Ahimsa Silk
Stone Size: Rudraksha: 6 mm
Bracelet Dia: 
Notes: 10 colours available 

high quality polyesteerr string. 
Colours: Greeen, Red, Puprle, Black

Khaki, Baby Blue, Pink, Sea Green
Orange.

Price: 3.5

NECKLACES
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Range: Pendant
Name: OM Pendant
Metal: 18k 750 Gold

Pendant Size: Small: 20 cm diameter
Bracelet Dia: Big: 32 cm Diameter

notes: Hand carved filgiri work
with Gayatri mantra witten

Price: Small: 450
Large: 750
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Range: Pendant
Name: Khanda Pendant
Metal: 18k 750 Gold

Pendant Size: Small: 20 cm diameter
Bracelet Dia: Big: 32 cm Diameter

notes: Hand carved filgiri work
with Ek Onkar mantra witten

Price: Small: 450
Large: 750


